In the summer of 2000, at age 33, John Rogers was named as one of the youngest department managers ever at the famed invention shop, Bell Laboratories in Murray Hill, New Jersey. But within months, he was caught in the middle of what he calls "a complete disaster." Shortly after Rogers took the helm of his department, a Bell Labs postdoc and physicist named Jan Hendrik Schön joined the lab's full-time staff. Schön was already a hotshot at Bell Labs and beyond. In a series of high-profi le papers, Schön and Bell Labs colleagues reported a steady stream of advances illuminating the way electric charges move through organic crystals. They saw superconductivity, the fractional quantum Hall effect, laserlike behavior-each advance more dramatic than the last. Conference invitations poured in. There were even rumors of a possible Nobel Prize.
Then it all came crashing down. In the autumn of 2002, Schön was found to have faked experimental results in at least 17 published papers (including six in Science). "It was off-the-charts awful," Rogers recalls. "I hadn't managed a postdoc before, much less a department, much less a monster." His anger over what he considers Schön's betrayal remains fresh.
To make matters worse, Lucent Technologies-then Bell's parent company-was in the process of imploding fi nancially, forcing managers to shed staff members and talent. Rogers says that at the time he wasn't overly concerned that Schön's misdeeds would contaminate him. "I was more concerned about the taint on the lab. It didn't affect Lucent's decisions [to cut research staff members]. But it didn't help."
Shortly after news of the fraud broke in the summer of 2002, Bell Labs investigated and ultimately fi red Schön (Science, 4 October 2002, p. 30 While working at Harvard, Rogers also formed a start-up company to commercialize his doctoral work at MIT: a technique for measuring the thickness of metal fi lms with lasers, still used by chipmakers today. Although commercializing a new technology was diffi cult, Rogers says that seeing his work succeed commercially gave him a taste not just for pushing scientifi c boundaries but for inventing technology that affects people's lives. After Harvard, Rogers jumped to Bell Labs, where his approach of coupling science and engineering was strongly encouraged. The company had a reputation for backing revolutionary basic research. But with Lucent struggling, managers were desperate to provide potential products for its business units. Rogers came up with a technique for designing miniature heaters on the surfaces of optical fi bers to control the way light propagates through them. The technology quickly moved into products and, like the laser thickness meter, is still sold today.
The ordeal with Schön barely dented Rogers's personal success at Bell, but Rogers says the experience left its mark on his approach to science. "It probably underscored my emphasis on engineering," he says. "If you are making a physical thing and send it to a collaborator, it has to work in other people's hands. It takes the issue of fraud off the table."
Stretchy circuits, bright tattoos
The novel stamping techniques Rogers developed with Whitesides proved ideal for patterning the newly popular flexible organic electronics. Rogers himself devel-
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By creating electronic materials that bend and stretch, a pioneering researcher could change the way we light our homes, treat diseases, and power the planet oped a love-hate relationship with the materials. Their malleability made them ideal for many novel applications, such as lightweight or curved displays. But electrical charges plod through organics, making organic electronics slow. Rogers wanted the best of both worlds: the speed, light-emitting capabilities, and durability of inorganics, and the fl exibility of organics.
He found it by turning to nanotechnology. In a series of papers starting in 2005, Rogers and colleagues showed that most fl at, rigid, high-performance semiconductors could become flexible if they were merely cut into ribbons just a few tens of nanometers thick. A paper published online in Science on 15 December 2005, for example, described a way to pattern silicon nanoribbons on rubber sheets so that the ribbons not only bent when fl exed but continued to function as semiconductors. Rogers's team went on to make ever-more-sophisticated designs, including novel ways of making bendable circuitry, solar cells, and lights. Although not alone in this pursuit, "Rogers has been a pioneer in this direction," says Ali Javey, an electrical engineer at the University of California, Berkeley.
More recently, Rogers and his colleagues have begun showing off what they can do with flexible electronics. In a paper published online in Science on 27 March 2008, for example, they reported that their printing techniques could make silicon circuitry that not only bends but even folds. Down the road, such pliable circuits could be useful for making paperlike displays that can be folded, or biomedical devices that fl ex like skin to conform to a person's body.
Such complex devices are a major focus for the Rogers group, says Zhenan Bao, a former colleague of Rogers's at Bell Labs, now a chemist specializing in fl exible electronics at Stanford University in Palo Alto, California. "In a lot of his projects, you see not just a single transistor or single solar cell but an array or a medical device," Bao says. "It allows you to start imagining what future technology will look like."
Another recent push for Rogers has been in solar cells. Organic solar cells typically transfer only 5% to 10% of the energy in photons into the electrons that make up an electric current. Silicon does far better, about 20%. Compound semiconductors such as gallium arsenide (GaAs) can top 40%, which is why they are used for generating power in space. But GaAs is very expensive.
Rogers, his Illinois colleague Ralph Nuzzo, and others reported in the 20 May issue of Nature a way to make cheap GaAs solar cells by printing tiny flecks of the material on plastic. Starting with an expensive GaAs substrate, they use conventional semiconductor growth techniques to grow stacks of two alternating semiconductor alloys on top of it. The fi rst is the material from which the solar cells will be grown, a combination of GaAs and aluminum gallium arsenide (AlGaAs). The second is a "sacrificial layer" made from a different semiconductor alloy. The researchers cut a grid of lines through these alternating layers and then chemically etch away all the sacrifi cial layers at once, liberating thousands of flecks of high-quality GaAs/AlGaAs. The GaAs substrate is reused to make a new batch of fl ecks. Finally, they use their stamping techniques to print the fl ecks in a regular array on a plastic sheet. The fl ecks are wired up and topped with glass lenses. The lenses capture light over a large area and focus it on the tiny semiconductor fl ecks, which convert the light into electricity.
"John has done great work-not only beautiful science, but he takes an approach that can be transitioned to industry," Javey says of the new work. The transition is already taking place. Rogers, Nuzzo, and others recently licensed their GaAs technology to a solar start-up called Semprius. The company has already made photovoltaics that are 37% effi cient and recently received its fi rst order for a small system.
Rogers's research has recently veered into biology, with an ambitious goal: integrating electrical and optical devices with living tissue. Other groups have been making a similar push, but Rogers says some of them have used conventional rigid silicon electronics to make what he calls "bricks on straps" and "chips on tapes": devices such as heart monitors that must be strapped or taped to a subject. "Evolution has come up with lots of solutions to challenging problems," Rogers says. "None of those look like a silicon wafer."
Rogers's solution was to change that look. He and his colleagues have made electronic arrays that can be mounted on extremely thin, fl exible plastic sheets, or even on a type of silk that slowly dissolves when implanted in tissues. In the 18 April issue of Nature Materials, they reported using an electronic array to map the electrical activity on the surface of the brains of cat models. They are now working toward using such implantable arrays to prevent future seizures in patients with epilepsy by disrupting the synchrony characteristic of an epileptic seizure.
In a paper that appeared online 24 March in Science Translational Medicine, Rogers and colleagues from the University of Pennsylvania and Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois, reported implanting an array of 2016 silicon transistors on thin, fl exible plastic fi lm to record electrical activity from the beating heart of a live pig. Someday such devices might be used to treat arrhythmia, both by recording electrical activity in heart cells and by delivering bursts of radiofrequency pulses to kill small patches of cells that are triggering irregular heartbeats.
Finally, Rogers and his colleagues have developed low-cost, highly effi cient micro light-emitting diodes (LEDs). Not only might such devices revolutionize home lighting, but the group is working on ways to implant them in tissues to make what amount to LED tattoos. Hipster appeal aside, Rogers suggests that micro-LEDs might be integrated with biochemical sensors to warn of dangerous medical conditions. Out there? Perhaps. But if Rogers is right, the next semiconductor revolution could reach far beyond your desktop.
